THINGS IN GOD’S MAKEUP BAG

At press time, She still hadn’t returned our calls, so we asked top makeup pros for their best guess.

“Body oil. Nuxe’s has a heavenly sheen that attracts attention to wherever you place it on your body.”  
- Carola Gonzalez

Body oil. Nuxe’s Multi-Usage Dry Oil Golden Shimmer ($39, beaute.com)

And the bag? It’s Goyard, and it’s $810- a godly splurge. Find bargain-chic ones at stephanie johnson.com

“Cream blush. The kind by La Prairie blends right, in so it looks like your glow is coming from within.”  
- Robin Siegel

Cream Blush in Rose Glow ($70, laprairie.com)

“Makeup primer. I use it on everyone! Perricone’s gives the illusion of perfectly smooth skin.”  
- Marie Verel

Perricone MD Ceramic Skin Smoother ($75, perricone md.com)

“Mascara. A face without it is like a martini without olives. Fresh makes one that’s like magic—it adds length and volume.”  
- Carola Gonzalez

Fresh Supernova Mascara ($25, fresh.com)

“Eye makeup. I like to dab this on shoulders and cheekbones for that ethereal look.”  
- Danielle Doyle

Benefit High Beam ($24, benefitcosmetics.com)

“High-lighter. I like to dab this one on shoulders and cheekbones for that ethereal look.”  
- Katelyn Dempsey

The Sensual Skin Enhancer ($45, kevynaucoin.com)

“Oh-so-creamy blenish cover-up. This works for every skin tone—even God’s, whatever it is!”  
- Katelyn Dempsey

Benefit High Beam ($24, benefitcosmetics.com)

“Cream blush. The kind by La Prairie blends right, in so it looks like your glow is coming from within.”  
- Robin Siegel

La Prairie Radiance Cream Blush in Rose Glow ($70, laprairie.com)

“Body oil. Nuxe’s has a heavenly sheen that attracts attention to wherever you place it on your body.”  
- Carola Gonzalez

Fresh Supernova Mascara ($25, fresh.com)

“Mascara. A face without it is like a martini without olives. Fresh makes one that’s like magic—it adds length and volume.”  
- Carola Gonzalez

Fresh Supernova Mascara ($25, fresh.com)

“Body oil. Nuxe’s has a heavenly sheen that attracts attention to wherever you place it on your body.”  
- Carola Gonzalez

Body oil. Nuxe’s Multi-Usage Dry Oil Golden Shimmer ($39, beaute.com)

“Cream blush. The kind by La Prairie blends right, in so it looks like your glow is coming from within.”  
- Robin Siegel

Cream Blush in Rose Glow ($70, laprairie.com)

“Makeup primer. I use it on everyone! Perricone’s gives the illusion of perfectly smooth skin.”  
- Marie Verel

Perricone MD Ceramic Skin Smoother ($75, perricone md.com)

“Mascara. A face without it is like a martini without olives. Fresh makes one that’s like magic—it adds length and volume.”  
- Carola Gonzalez

Fresh Supernova Mascara ($25, fresh.com)

“Body oil. Nuxe’s has a heavenly sheen that attracts attention to wherever you place it on your body.”  
- Carola Gonzalez

Fresh Supernova Mascara ($25, fresh.com)

“Cream blush. The kind by La Prairie blends right, in so it looks like your glow is coming from within.”  
- Robin Siegel

Cream Blush in Rose Glow ($70, laprairie.com)

“Makeup primer. I use it on everyone! Perricone’s gives the illusion of perfectly smooth skin.”  
- Marie Verel

Perricone MD Ceramic Skin Smoother ($75, perricone md.com)